Only certain areas in the dominant cerebral hemisphere are specialized for language, but neurophysiological correlates of language showing intrahemispheric specificity to these areas have not been demonstrated. Such demonstration requires recording from discrete cortical regions, and the pattern of cortical language sites in each subject must be known, as it varies considerably between individuals (1). We now report neurophysiological correlates specific to a language task that are also specific to the language cortex. These are changes in event-related potentials (ERP's) during silent naming, recorded from exposed human cortex that was subsequently shown to be specialized for language by the presence of errors in namOnly certain areas in the dominant cerebral hemisphere are specialized for language, but neurophysiological correlates of language showing intrahemispheric specificity to these areas have not been demonstrated. Such demonstration requires recording from discrete cortical regions, and the pattern of cortical language sites in each subject must be known, as it varies considerably between individuals (1). We now report neurophysiological correlates specific to a language task that are also specific to the language cortex. These are changes in event-related potentials (ERP's) during silent naming, recorded from exposed human cortex that was subsequently shown to be specialized for language by the presence of errors in namobserved allele frequencies (P > .9 in all cases, X2 test ing when that cortex was electrically stimulated. These data were obtained from six adult patients undergoing left-hemisphere craniotomies under local anesthesia for resection of epileptic foci (2). In all patients, the left hemisphere was dominant for language, as shown by preoperative intracarotid Amytal testing (3). After the epileptic focus was identified, 1-mm silver ball electrocorticographic (ECOG) electrodes were placed at eight to ten arbitrarily selected sites generally outside of the epileptic focus, in the cortex surrounding the Sylvian fissure (four patients) or in the frontal lobe (two patients). During ECOG recording, patients engaged in two tasks; (i) name matching, which elicits silent object ing when that cortex was electrically stimulated.
These data were obtained from six adult patients undergoing left-hemisphere craniotomies under local anesthesia for resection of epileptic foci (2). In all patients, the left hemisphere was dominant for language, as shown by preoperative intracarotid Amytal testing (3). After the epileptic focus was identified, 1-mm silver ball electrocorticographic (ECOG) electrodes were placed at eight to ten arbitrarily selected sites generally outside of the epileptic focus, in the cortex surrounding the Sylvian fissure (four patients) or in the frontal lobe (two patients). During ECOG recording, patients engaged in two tasks; (i) name matching, which elicits silent object naming; (ii) line matching, which elicits mon object with a red line superimposed The second slide in line matching had processing of spatial features of the same across it. The second slide in each trial only a red line. The third blue slide cued visual input. Each task was given in differed for the two tasks. In name the patient to state aloud whether the separate blocks of trials, each trial con-matching, it was an achromatic drawing orientations of the lines in the first two sisting of 100-msec exposures of three of an object without a line, followed by a slides (designated L1 and L2) were the slides presented consecutively at vari-third slide, a uniform blue, which cued same. Each task was given in blocks, able intervals of 4 to 5 seconds. The first the patient to state aloud whether the and the patient was informed of the slide of each trial was the same in both names of the objects in the first two specific task at the onset of each block. tasks: an achromatic drawing of a comslides (designated 01 and 02) rhymed. Thus, 01 and L1 elicited processing of 10 v records, the shift preceding speech occurs earliest at premotor sites, then motor sites, 500 150 jV followed by posterior sites. msec either a language (01) or spatial (L1) feature of the same visual input. In this way any ERP changes specific to cortex related to language by stimulation mapping could also be identified as specific to language rather than to spatial processing of the same input. Delaying vocalization to the third cue slide enabled recording of potentials without components related to overt motor speech processes. Cortical potentials were also recorded during 100-msec exposures of clear slides [neutral flashes (NF)] and spontaneous utterances ("yes" and "no"). The ECOG channels, the patient's voice, and a marker for the onset of each flash were recorded on magnetic tape. Off-line analysis included averaging of trials time-locked to the flash onset or the patient's voice. Immediately after the ERP recording, electrical stimulation mapping of the same cortical sites was carried out for object naming (1) . Thus, at the completion of the study the relation of a set of cortical sites to object naming had been identified by stimulation-evoked errors, and ERP's during silent naming and during spatial processing of the same visual input had been recorded from the same sites.
Visual inspection of these ERP's demonstrates two changes specific to language-related cortex and to the language task. One is a slow potential occurring at motor and premotor sites (Fig. 1, trace  01, sites 1, 2, and 3) . This slow potential is absent at the same sites when the same input is presented in the spatial task (Fig.  1, trace L1, site 1) . The potential shift is most prominent in the premotor cortex (Fig. 1, site 1) , where it began with the onset of 01 and reached a maximum at about 750 msec. Such potential shifts were evident at this location in five of the six patients. In the two patients with extensive sampling of more anterior frontal sites, these potentials were limited to sites related to naming in the posterior part of the inferior and middle frontal gyri (4) .
Potential shifts at the same sites were also recorded during cued or spontaneous overt vocalization (Fig. 2) . This finding suggests that the potential shift appearing with silent naming is a sign of processing to a stage of subvocalization, inner speech, or effector readiness. A major difference between overt speech and covert naming appears to be the relative involvement of motor and premotor cortex. In the three patients with both motor and premotor recordings, the potential shift was greater in the premotor cortex with silent naming and in the motor cortex with overt speech (mean 17 ratio of motor to premotor positivity; amplitude measured from baseline: 0.74 + 0.34 for silent naming, 1.93 + 0.70 for overt speech after the blue cue, and 1.56 + 0.42 for spontaneous vocalization). These potential shifts began earlier in the premotor cortex (by as much as 100 msec for overt speech after the blue cue), which suggests that premotor areas are involved in an earlier stage of language production than is the motor cortex (5). Whether these potentials are unique to the left hemisphere is yet to be determined. We studied one additional patient during the exposure of the right nondominant peri-Sylvian cortex. Similar potentials were recorded from inferior frontal sites preceding overt speech but not preceding silent naming.
A second ERP change specific to silent naming and to the language cortex is seen at posterior sites related by stimulation mapping to object naming. This change appears as a flattening of the ECOG with a suppression of rhythmic activity (Fig. 1, sites 7 and 10) . It resembles the desynchronization observed in the electroencephalogram (EEG) in behavioral states associated with arousal. It begins at site 7 after a negative potential with a mean latency of 160 msec that is neither site-nor task-specific to naming (6). The desynchronization lasts about 800 msec and is present only during the naming tasks (01 and 02), not during the spatial tasks (LI and L2) or in response to the NF's (Fig. 1, site 7) . It is not seen in nearby cortical sites unrelated to naming (such as Fig. 1, site 9) .
Spectral analysis of the 240-to 960-msec portion of the ERP to 01 and 02 at one posterior site where stimulation disrupted naming on all trials (Fig. 1, site 7) , confirms the visual impression, with a marked diminution in power in the 5.56-Hz bandwidth centered at 8.33 Hz compared with all other sites and to spatial (LI and L2) and NF inputs. This pattern is not evident in the low-frequency (less than 5.56 Hz) range (7).
This focal desynchronization could also be identified in single trials (Fig. IB) and in all patients with exposure of posterior peri-Sylvian cqrtex (8) . The results in one patient allow the contrasting of this effect in the peri-Sylvian location with that in a superior temporal gyrus location. In this patient (Fig. 3) , naming changes were evoked with stimulation of an inferior parietal site. That site exhibited desynchronization after 01 and 02 inputs, a change that was absent at sites unrelated to naming in the posterior superior temporal gyrus or the adjacent parietal lobe.
Both ERP features that show specificity to a language task and to sites in the language cortex seem to occur in parallel, even though one, the slow potential shift, is recorded from the premotor cortex and the other, desynchronization, from posterior language areas. Both may underlie some of the more widespread changes observed in the scalp EEG during verbal tasks (9). Both phenomena suggest focal cortical activation by language stimuli rather than activation of cortex as a whole. Both changes have been related to thalamocortical mechanisms (10) . Moreover, changes in language behavior thought to represent "specific alerting" to language have been reported with left but not right human thalamic stimulation (1). Together, these findings suggest a major role for thalamocortical mechanisms in human language. 
